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Abstract—Semantic-Web technologies and ontology -based
information proc essing sy stems ar e e stablished te chniques,
in more th an only research areas and institutions. Different
worldwide p rojects an d en terprise companies id entified
already the adde d value of s emantic tec hnologies, so the y
work on diffe rent sub-to pics for gathe ring and c onveying
knowledge. As the p rocess of gathering an d s tructuring s emantic information plays a ke y r ole in the m ost de veloped
applications, the pr ocess of transferring and adopting
knowledge to and by human s is ne glected, although the
complex s tructure of k nowledge-design op ens man y research-questions. Th e cu stomization of th e p resentation
itself and the interaction techniques with these presentation
artifacts is a ke y que stion for gainful and e ffective work
with semantic information. The following paper describes a
new approach for v isualizing semantic information as a
composition of different adaptable ontology
-visualization
techniques. We start with a c ategorized description of e xisting ontology visualiz ation techniques and show potential
gaps.
Index Terms—Exploratory Learning, Intelligent User Interfaces, Semantic Visualization, Semantic Web.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Semantic-Web and ontology-based information systems
play more and more a key-role in today’s information
processing systems. Not only research institutions have
recognized the added-value of these technologies, there
are many enterprise and non-profit institutions using ontologies for structuring, transferring and adopting knowledge. Ontologies have become an established data model
for conceptualizing knowledge entities and describing
semantic relationships between knowledge entities and
domains. They are used to model the concepts of specific
domains and are widespread in the areas of the semantic
web, digital libraries and multimedia database management [13]. This makes them a powerful technology for
information management and decision support systems.
However, these ontologies may become very large and
complex what makes it difficult for the average user to
understand the underlying knowledge space [15]. Likewise with these average users a domain experts should not
be burdened with the need to learn the complex range of
functions ontologies offer. The surplus value of this information structure should be utilized in a way the user
can explore and acquire the knowledge. To alleviate ontology exploration and knowledge acquirement, visualizations are needed, so that users are able to gain the most
benefit.
Different ontology visualization techniques consider
different aspects of ontologies or focus on various but
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specific ontology characteristics, e.g. displaying the hierarchical inheritance structure, multiple inheritance and
semantic relations between ontology entities [13]. The
visualization of the complex structure of ontologies with
concepts, individuals and relations as fundamental basis,
tends to result in visualization with reams of graphs, lines
and icons. For this reason is the usage of a single visualization not adequate for all tasks or all users. It is necessary
to combine different visualization techniques and reduce
the complexity of information by splitting in different
separated areas of ontology visualization. Further the different tasks and users have diverse requirements. Users
e.g. different precognitions and previous knowledge,
where one user is overstrained with same visualization
another user can be under challenged.
In this paper a new approach of ontology visualization
technique by composing different visualization methods in
a user-adaptable way will be described. Every user has the
ability to choose within a “pool” of visualizations a number of adequate visualization and combine them as knowledge cockpit. Further he is able to choose colors, icons
relation-types etc. for a better comprehension of the
knowledge domain.
The paper describes different existing visualization
techniques using a classification of Knowledge Visualizations for semantically annotated information. By classifying existing visualization methods the adoption of the
visualization in different usage scenarios, e.g. exploratory
learning or searching will be discussed. This classification
will allow identifying adequate visualization techniques
for a given learning scenario.
After that a new approach of a knowledge cockpit by
graphical visualization of ontologies will be presented,
which allows visualizing the formal description of knowledge as onologies in different way by using a single User
Interface. The paper will depict that Knowledge exploration is important for adopting knowledge with information
system, whereas graphical representation of the knowledge can help to optimize the learning process and reduce
the cognitive overload.
II. RELATED WORK
Nowadays there are many different approaches for
visualizing ontologies. In this section we present an overview of different ontology visualization techniques and
discuss the advantages and drawbacks. We start with a
short technical introduction to the fundamentals of ontologies and their structure and continue with describe a selected set of visualization techniques representing the
most common and valuable visualizations.
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A. Semantic and Ontology: A fundamental description
For ontology visualization the three most important
data elements are concepts, individuals and relations.
These elements can contain further properties which describe various features and attributes. Concepts of an ontology represent abstract models of entities in the domain
of interest [11]. Concepts are defined as terminological
statements in the schema, which tends to be more permanent. A concept can inherit properties from other concepts
using the subclass-of relation. This inheritance structure
constitutes an overlapping hierarchy describing the domain of interest as generalized concepts which become
more and more specific downwards this hierarchy. Next to
this inheritance structure semantic relations are defined in
the schema to model contextual references.
On the instance level of the ontology individuals are defined which instantiate concepts and specify inherited
properties. The individuals represent real world objects
and are the actual data of the modeled domain. Furthermore semantic relations between individuals are specified
on the instance level to model a concrete relationship between two individuals. Each relation has a direction, a
type and a label. Especially this label is important for the
field of ontology visualization, so the user can more easily
understand the semantics of that relationship [28].
To ensure a reasonable schema-design ontology-experts
work on the process of conceptualizing the domain of
interest. But besides the design for reliable reasoning, ontologies are designated to be used as databases for applications domain-experts and common users interact with. To
gain the most benefit for the common users an ontology
visualization technique must be able to impart the multiple
inheritance, the concept hierarchy and the semantic relations between ontology entities [13].
B. Existing Ontology Visualization Techniques
Existing ontology visualization for imparting knowledge can be categorized in following techniques: Intented
Lists, Node-Link Visualizations, Zoomable Visualization,
Space-Filling Visualization and Context, Focus and Distortion Visualizations [13].
Indented Lists are tree-based visualizations that offer a
Windows Explorer like tree view of an ontology. Because
of their familiarity to the common user, indented lists are
easy to use and allow high performance in ontology exploring [13]. They are used in most of the ontology management systems like the Protégé Class Browser [18],
OntoRama [7] and Kaon Tree-based visualizations provide a clear view of entity labels and the concept hierarchy. However, this kind of visualization has several drawbacks in the task of ontology visualization. Indented lists
are only applicable for representing the hierarchical part of
the ontology. Thus the representation of semantic relations
and multiple inheritance is not feasible. Furthermore, only
a limited part of the ontology can be displayed at once.
The top-down layout results in poor space-filling causing
the need for scrolling during ontology exploration [20].
For this reason indented lists are not very applicable for
imparting the general structure of the ontology.
Node-link visualizations represent the concepts and individuals as nodes and relations as edges. In contrast to
indented lists, the representation of multiple inheritance
and semantic relations is feasible, by interconnecting a
child with edges to all its parents. For this reason this
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visualization technique is used for many different ontology visualizations, like OntoViz [26], IsaViz [21], OntoTrack [16], OntoSphere [5] and WSMOViz [14]. Nodelink visualizations are well suited for imparting an overview of the entire ontology structure. Nevertheless they
make inefficient use of screen space [22]. For large datasets this leads to an insufficient presentation of the whole
structure of the ontology what results in context-loss and
the need for scrolling. Also the visualization of many relations may result in confusing diagrams with overlapping
edge labels.
In Zoomable Visualizations the hierarchy of the ontology is represented by nesting nodes of lower levels inside
their parents. Usually the user is able to zoom into child
nodes to gather information from items at deeper levels.
This visualization technique is used for the visualization
plug-in Jambalaya [27] for the Protégé ontology tool,
CropCircles [20] and SemaSpace [4]. Zoomable ontology
visualizations provide a clear overview of the ontology’s
hierarchy. The user is able to request details-on-demand
for items of interest by zooming into the desired entity
which reduces the cognitive load of the user. But on the
other hand the context of the selected element is lost and
in some cases it is difficult to recognize the parent node of
the zoomed entity or to identify its level in the hierarchy.
Relations between the ontology elements are usually visualized as directed, labeled links and are displayed by default (Jambalaya) or on-demand (CropCircles). If the ontology contains many relations this type of relation visualization ends in visual clutter and overlapping labels what
makes it difficult for the user to acquire the needed information.
Space-filling visualizations are based on the concept of
using the whole screen space by subdividing the available
space for a node among its children [13]. The best known
representative of space-filling visualizations is the Treemap visualization proposed from Shneiderman [25]. It
uses a 2D approach of space-filling to represent hierarchies, in which each node is a rectangle and has been applied by Baehrecke et al. for visualizing ontologies [3].
Treemaps are efficient when users are interested in the
leaf nodes and provide a good overview if the hierarchy is
trivial [13]. If the hierarchy becomes larger and deeper,
significant cognitive effort is needed to understand the
hierarchical structure of the visualized information [31],
so this type of visualization does not offer an efficient way
to impart knowledge from complex ontologies [17]. Another space-filling approach for visualizing ontologies is
SeMap, proposed from Nazemi et al. [17]. SeMap allows
the incremental exploring of the ontology’s hierarchy
what reduces the cognitive load of the user. The exploration starts with the root node and the user can expand a
single path of entities of interest. The main drawback of
both visualizations is that they are only applicable for
visualizing the hierarchy of ontologies and are not feasible
for an appropriate visualization of semantic relations and
multiple inheritance.
Context, Focus and Distortion Visualizations are
based on the concept of distorting the view of a visualized
graph. The user is able to select a node of interest in order
to focus and enlarge it. The focused node is usually centered and other nodes are placed around the focused node
reduced in size. This technique is used in ontology visualizations like TGVizTab [1] and OntoRama [7]. Both
representatives are based on graph visualizations and thus
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they are able to represent multiple inheritance and relations between the entities of the ontology. The advantage
of context, focus and distortion visualizations is that an
entity of interest is visualized without losing its context.
The drawback of this visualization technique is that the
position of nodes alters when the user selects a new node
and thus it is complicated for the user to keep track of the
visualized ontology structure and to understand the complete inheritance structure.
III.

COMPOSITION OF ONTOLOGY-VISUALIZATIONS TO
EXPLORE AND ADOPT KNOWLEDGE

A. Knowledge Exploration using Semantic Data
Structures
Ontology is a formal, machine readable description of
knowledge, whereas today’s learning processes are not
formal anymore. A common scenario of gathering and
adopting knowledge on web could be the usage of
Wikipedia. The user starts searching for a specific topic
and finds an article on Wikipedia. The most users read the
main description and scroll down to the different headlines of interest. But the process of knowledge exploration
has just begun now. The users find in the searched article
hyperlinks to other topics and want to know more. As we
made a small evaluation with students, who had to answer
a very simple question using Wikipedia, we could observe
nearly all students read articles related to the main one and
spend more time with the related articles, a typical behavior of exploring knowledge.
Semantically annotated knowledge has more associations between the knowledge entities and is further explicit and entitled. The users have the possibility to navigate through the relations of the knowledge assets and
learn while interacting. The knowledge exploration can be
more structured using the meaningful relations between
the learning objects of interest, and so improve the process
of knowledge acquisition.
B. Visualization Techniques for Knowledge Exploration
Knowledge exploration is an important process for
adopting knowledge with information system, whereas
graphical representation of the knowledge can help to optimize the learning process and reduce the cognitive overload. As we described in our related work section, different ontology visualization techniques try to solve the
problem and offer an adequate way to visualize ontology
in different ways for different tasks and users. But further
we showed that the visualizations have drawbacks or disadvantages in usage or interaction. To provide an added
value for learning with graphical systems, the visualization should be usable without an additional learning expense. The main criteria of a visualization should be the
reduction of the usage complexity and hence also the
learning expense. How is it possible to reduce the complexity of a system without loosing main functionalities or
main information?
A knowledge visualization cockpit breaks the complexity of a single visualization down into several visualizations. Each of the cockpit visualizations is easy in its way
of interaction and knowledge acquisition. And with the
orchestration of the visualizations the complex information can be visualized without complex visualizations. In
the following section this visualization cockpit will be
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introduced, beginning with a description of some ontology
visualization techniques, which will be further composed
to a knowledge cockpit. First of all it is necessary to describe the functionalities and how they complement each
other:
SEMAP
SeMap is a combination of the Shneiderman’s Treemap
and Treeview [17]. The Semantic Map (SeMap) uses the
two graphical metaphors, Treemap and Treeview, to combine the surpluses for a special case: the usage of semantic
annotated data and the implicit impartation of knowledge.
Figure 1 shows a screenshot of seMap.
Graphical primitives like color, order and size are used
to communicate relevant information in a way the user can
fast and proper percept it. Color indicates user specific
relevance whereas the order and size are determined by a
combination of user- and data-based relevance. Order arranges the most relevant element next to the selected element of the last row, as the arrangement of the blue elements in figure 1 indicate.
SeMap is an ontology visualization that only visualizes
the concepts and their hierarchy. It is possible to navigate
through the set of concepts, where different graphical
primitives indicate the relevance of the concept. The navigation is very fast, the information is highly reduced for
an abstracted perception.
SEMASPACE
SemaSpace is a visualization of knowledge spaces,
modeled as ontologies (concepts, instances, relationships
etc.), supporting different aspects, e.g. thematic, cooccurrences, spatial, clusters, or configurable domainspecific representations. It provides different knowledge
domains (ontology concepts) visualized as circles containing the instantiation of the knowledge domain as smaller
circle. The semantic visualization tool SemaSpace offers a
sophisticated way to explore knowledge spaces. It offers
concepts and related knowledge items to them as factual
knowledge and interrelation between knowledge spaces.
Awareness knowledge is acquired, when the user explores
knowledge spaces and makes decisions to follow different
branches or chooses alternative branches in the semantic
visualization. The interactive navigation of SemaVis allows users to explore knowledge spaces, to filter different
aspects, to follow different branches, or return to the starting point. Users can also

Figure 1. Screenshot of SeMap
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reorganize the semantic visualization of knowledge
spaces to put the important or relative knowledge spaces
in the focus just like working on the desktop. It means that
users have a very active role in exploring knowledge
spaces, which leads to gain active experience about
knowledge spaces instead of just passive learning. [4]
The following figure shows a screenshot of the SemaSpace visualization:

Seeking Mantra proposed by Shneiderman. First the user
is able to gather an overview of the entire ontology to understand the complete structure of the knowledge space.
After gaining an overview by exploring the inheritance
structure, the user is able to focus on entities of interest
and to request details of these entities on demand. The
exploration in such visualization starts in the middle from
a very abstract point of view, to a concrete view on the
borders of the sunburst visualization. So the user is able to
easily explore the data source and to understand the
knowledge space. [35]

Figure 4. Incremental semantics data exploration without losing contextual information.
Figure 2. SemaSpace

The SemaSpace visualization contains the most information about a set of concepts within an ontology. It visualizes concepts, relations between individuals and the individuals themselves. The user has a full information
overview of the given ontology, but the information could
be very complex for some users or if many entities should
be visualized.
SEMAGRAPH
The SemaGraph Visualization is a very simple visualization that provides different graphical algorithms for
visualizing individuals and their relations. The user is able
to navigate through a set of individuals with the first grade
relations.
The following figure shows a screenshot of various
SemaGraph implementations:

Figure 3. SemaGraph Derivations

The SemaGraph visualization provides an adequate
navigation through all individuals of a concept and offers
a very simple to use user interface. The information details
are reduced on individuals and their first grade relations.
All the described visualizations have their own advantages and disadvantages. SemaSpace visualizes all information, but is too complex to understand and to use, SemaGraph and SeMap are very easy to use, but do not offer
all the required information. It is necessary to provide a
visualization that covers all aspects and is adaptable
enough to create a personalized user interface.
SEMASUN
SemaSun is a visualization that uses the sunburst metaphor for presenting structured data. Our approach of the
SemaSun visualization follows the Visual Information-
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To reduce the cognitive overload of the user, the SemaSun visualization does not show the entire structure of the
dataset as initial state. On start-up of the visualization, the
root concept of the ontology is shown (Figure 4a) and the
user is able to incrementally explore the hierarchy of the
ontology by expanding entities of interest (Figure 4b). The
radial layout of the sunburst visualization offers thereby
the expansion of multiple paths (Figure 4c) so users are
able to gather an overview of the whole inheritance structure and are not limited to the exploration of a single path.
To maintain the informational context and to avoid the
need for scrolling, entities that users visited earlier move
closer to the center and are reduce in their size If the user
moves the mouse over an entity whose label is not completely visible the size and the angle of the entity is adjusted so that the whole label is visible. This distortion
technique is especially important if the slices become thin
or the user wants to explore small elements near the center. To advise users of the existence of child nodes, an
expandable mark is shown around entities that are expandable. The number of child nodes is denoted as the
number of arcs around the parent node.
SEMATIME
Time appears in many different domains as a common
attribute, like in digital libraries, criminal investigation
and medical information systems to support users in understanding chronological structures. SemaTime is an
interactive timeline visualization especially designed for
depicting time-dependent semantics. [36]

Figure 5. SemaTime – time dependent data visualization
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In principle SemaTime is analogous designed as a typical coordinate system. On the horizontal axis is the temporal dimension while on the vertical axis the domainspecific, hierarchical schema is depicted. The Hierarchical
Categorization View divides the Main View into different
horizontal slices each of which corresponds to a concept
of the hierarchy. Thus, the membership of temporal information depicted in the Main View to the appropriate
concept is easy to recognize.
The SemaTime visualization is able to show events and
periods, next to (semantically defined) relations between
these data elements.
SEMAPROP
The previous visualizations are designed for presenting
a view on the date and its underlying structure. SemaProp
has as goal the presentation of only a single data element.
In this kind of visualization, detailed information surround
this objects will be presented like a list of the properties,
relations or pictures and icons.

Figure 6. SemaProp - showing detailed information to a single schema
or instance.

A typical use case scenario is the presentation of information to selected instances or concepts within the visualizations from the knowledge cockpit. So the user is able to
explore the data and if he founds nodes of interests, he
will get further detailed information to it.
C. Adaptable Composition to a Visualization Cockpit
The cockpit metaphor is rampant and indicates that different information systems are arranged as a visualization
board. The user of a cockpit is always able to see the required information in a predefined area. The information
gathering process is very fast and clear, whereas a common cockpit is not interactive and just visualizes only one
information unit per cockpit-component. For example a
car cockpit visualizes the tempo of the car separately in an
own visual interface. It separates the information units
from each other and visualizes this information in separate
visualization units. The advantage of the separation of
complex information units is obvious, the user of a cockpit is able to perceive the required information very fast
and react to the perceived information very fast. This kind
of information visualization systems has become established in machines and applications, where a fast information perception reaction is necessary, e.g. cars, airplanes
etc. Most of these systems do not offer opportunities to
interact with them; they are created just for gathering information.
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In the field of ontology visualization and exploration a
bidirectional communication between the system and the
user is given. A proper interaction design within the Visualization Cockpit depends on three attributes:
1. visualization (presentation techniques and metaphors),
2. exploration (linkage, level-of-detail, presentation customization), and 3. ontology (single vs. multiple data
sources). While the first attribute had been considered in
detail in sections II.B and III.B, the others will be discussed in this chapter.
EXPLORATION
To support exploration within the ontology the metaphor of the common well established cockpit in e.g. a car
will be mapped to the web, to create a system that visualizes a complex information structure. There it is necessary
to point out the differences and the main features of such
an information system. It is necessary to interact with the
Visualization Cockpit. Thus a user can only interact with
only one visualization element of the cockpit at a time, the
visualization elements should be linked with each other. If
a user finds for example a topic of interest and focuses it,
all the other visualizations focus this element too. The
following figure shows the visualization coupled metaphor, where the same information is shown with two different perspectives. The semaGraph visualization (see
Figure 7) just shows the instances of an ontology (right)
and the semap (left) visualization shows the hierarchy of
the concepts and focuses the related concept.
All the introduced visualizations can be coupled with
each other and provide different perspective of the same
information in abstracted and different ways as Figure 8
demonstrates. In the figure the visualizations semaSun and
semaGraph are linked with each other. The semaSun visualization visualizes the concept hierarchy, multiple inheritances and semantic relations. The information visualization grade is complex and provides more an overview of
the focused element, while semaGraph only visualizes the
direct relations:

Figure 7. Coupling of two Visualizations

Figure 8. Coupling of SemaSun and SemaGraph
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A visualization Cockpit should provide the possibility
to navigate through certain visualizations and the user is
able to see the same information in different windows of a
user interface. The research on visualization techniques on
ontology showed that the complexity of ontology is very
difficult to be visualized as just one visualization.
The approach that we developed is the orchestration of
different low-level and easy-to-use visualizations for
navigation and interaction with ontologies. The user is
able to choose the kind of visualization and combine it
with other visualizations. He is further able to create a
personalized schema for color, order and size of the different visualizations. So he as an individual is able to understand and follow the complex structure of the ontology.
Another main point of the visualization cockpits are the
combination of the same visualizations with different
zoom levels. The zoom levels may vary from visual zoom,
to semantic zoom with semantics based filtering. For example the level of detail can on the hand be used to show
a greater part of the ontology or information space for
showing the structure of the information and on the other
hand with small numbers of elements of interest to show
detailed information. There are two main ways to combine
the same visualization technique duplicated in a cockpit
for providing more information. First the level of details
can be provided as a zoom on a specific area of the ontology versus the whole search results. Figure 9 shows the
same visualizations semaGraph with different levels of
visual zoom for providing different levels of information,
whereas the context is not lost and the user or learner is
able to recognize which part of the ontology is on focus:
Another method for visualizing the same information
with the same visualization and different parameters is
using different numbers of entities. A reduction of the
numbers of entities can be achieved by semantically filtering the information, e.g. based on relevance metric, or by
chunking information, e.g. based on clustering. With this
kind of information visualization a similar effect can be
achieved. Many information elements gives an overview
about the whole structure of the data and ontology respectively and the information about the focused element can
be revealed with a visualization which visualizes a small
number of elements. The following figure shows the second variant of using the same information and same visualization to visualize different aspects:
Using orchestrated visualizations for exploring information spaces another important aspect for the user are
visual cues to identify similar information items. This is
crucial to establish and retain the awareness which part of
the information space is actually visualized. For example
most systems having an overview window display a colored rectangle within this overview indicating the boundary of the detailed view. With an increasing difference in
the zoom levels of these two visualizations the probability
of a ‘lost in (information) space’ for the user raises.
To achieve this awareness other visual essentials may
be used. User studies revealed that some of these visual
essentials are valuable whereas others are misleading for
the user because they associated another meaning underlying. For example the visual essentials color and shape are
well suited for retaining informational awareness. The
essential color obtained the best reliability in our user
studies, therefore this essential is used in all figures in this
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Figure 9. Level-of-Details by Zoom

Figure 10. Level-of Details by Amount of Elements

work to declare similar information items. In Figure 7 the
essential space is used in addition.
In contrast to these positive examples the order had not
been interpreted correct, except for the visualization of
hierarchically structured information. Another useful visual essential is the border style of the elements. But border
styles can only be used for a limited number of disjoint
elements because the visual scope of distinguishable styles
is limited, for example different thicknesses and colors for
solid, dashed and dotted styles. Therefore the border style
is more applicable for distinguishing clusters or sets of
similar information elements.
Besides the visual cues linking different visualizations
on an informational or respectively semantic manner, the
linkage of visualizations on the interaction level is a helpful feature for exploring information and thus imparting
knowledge for the user. We identified two useful interaction linkages: none and focus. A third possible interaction
linkage is highlighting similar information items in different visualizations when the user moves the mouse over or
selects one item. But in this context highlighting is more
helpful when it is used as a visual essential to achieve informational awareness, discussed before.
The adequate interactional linkage depends on the users’ intention and his task he is working on. For example
linking the focus (e.g. actual focussed information element
is positions in the views’ center) in different visualizations
is suitable when different zoom levels are used, like Figure 10 illustrates for semantic zoom. In the overview
metaphor an interaction linkage is used for the visual
zoom, as far as a rectangle is used to indicate the boundaries of the detailed view.
No interactional linkage may be useful for the user if he
wants to compare two or more different excerpts of the
information space. For example an analyst wants to identify and analyse the impact factors for different companies’ stock markets.
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Likewise unlinked visualizations are used for the visualization of different information spaces, respectively information sources. This leads to the third attribute Ontology which is discussed in the next subsection.
ONTOLOGY
The combination of different ontologies from multiple
information sources became more and more important in
recent times. For example with the growing trend for linking different data sources like it is done in the field of
linked open data, also the need for visualizing different
ontologies arise. Especially the process of evaluating links
between open data to maintain quality assurances (or to
ensure service level agreements in an economically context) can be assisted by the orchestration of visualizations
of these data, where each data source may again be visualized with multiple visualizations for the reasons discussed
above.
This orchestration of visualizations presenting different
ontologies determines possibilities and restrictions of the
other attributes for visualization orchestration, especially
the Exploration. In detail visualizations of different ontologies are often unlinked (in the interactional manner)
which can primarily be put down to the fact that automatic
approaches for identifying information items with the
same meaning are not dependable enough, till now.
Technical restrictions (in an algorithmic meaning) limit
the ability to automatically identify similar or mostly
equally information items in different sources. The referenced meaning may be different even if the items are
identified by the same id or similarly labeled. For example
synonyms have similar labels, e.g. ‘bush’ can have at least
four different meanings. Using ontologies this problem is
reduced for the comparison of ids, because one goal of the
Semantic Web is the unique identification of real world
resources [28]. But even here this is no reliable indication,
e.g. when the information is gathered automatic and
signed with artificial ids. Another reason can be the individually and contextually modeled ontologies, for example for a person named ‘John Smith’ in different sources.
Nevertheless the unlinked orchestration of different ontologies is beneficial for the user interacting and exploring
these data sources. If the user wants to e.g. gather detailed
information about a politician he may want to combine
different data sources. In this example one data source
may contain time-dependent information about the political CV. Another data source may point out detailed information about his or her campaign, associated slogans
and published reports. A third data source may provide
media information like pictures and videos. By this orchestration the user can easily navigate in one visualization to extract specific information items, which he can
visually bring in relation to other extracted information
items (of the same or of another data source). Thus he can
easily achieve a comprehensive impression of this politician.
The cockpit metaphor combines different aspects of
visualization with each other and provides different views
and perspectives respectively: 1) Visualization of the same
data using the same visualizations with different parameters (Level-of-Details). 2) Visualization of the same data
with different linked visualization-types (perspectives). 3.
Visualization of different data with the same visualizationtypes (comparison of information.). 4) Visualization of
different data with different visualization-types (aspect-
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oriented visualization). With the different adjustments of
the visualization cockpits, different goals of a learner or
information searcher can be achieved and to different requirements can be responded.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
To provide the functionalities described in section III
our implemented system of the visualization cockpit is
developed highly modular. Different visualizations realize
various presentation techniques and metaphors. For the
reason of loosely coupling all the visualizations were developed with the same functionalities (presentation and
level-of-detail customization) and are sending messages in
the background about user interaction events. These messages are handled within the framework and are forwarded
to destinated visualizations, thus to linked visualizations.
Furthermore the framework offers the ability to load different data sources which can be loaded in a visualization
the user specifies.
The user starts with opening a single visualization and
can add more visualization to create his own Knowledge
Cockpit. Further he is able to personalize and adapt all the
graphical presentation elements, like color, complexity,
hierarchy etc.
The following figure shows different combinations of
Knowledge Cockpits created by users:

Figure 11. Different Visualization Cockpits

V. CONCLUSION
Nowadays information are stored in large digital libraries, like semantic databases in kind of ontologies, which
allowing many modern strategies for searching information. But because of the size, most of the traditionally
search strategies and also the form for presenting the information to the users are not so effective anymore. New
approaches are necessary to allow the user an individual
view on these large datasets, a view which show him only
that kind of information, which he currently wanted to
know. An important aspect is the type of information
visualization and also, how the user is able interact
through this data, because in case of difficult data exploration, it will overstrain the user. So the intuitiveness of information visualization is a central aspect for supporting
the users by his work with large datasets. In consequence
the users must be able to concentrate on their main task
and not in learning to use the application. Another challenge by using such complex semantic databases is the
understanding, what information the user is searching for
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and even more, what kind of information have to be presented.
In this paper we presented a strategy to support the user
by exploring especially large semantically knowledge
bases. The main aspects lay on the so called “Knowledge
Cockpit”, where the users are able to orchestrate their own
cockpit, which will fits best to user’s goal of searching
information. For the cockpit, the user will have a set of
different aspect oriented visualization, which the user can
use and combine with each other, so that the navigation
through the data is individualized to the requirements of
the user. The visualization support thereby different kinds
of aspects, for instance the SeMap is primary designed for
a fast navigation through the schema-level, in difference
to the SemaGraph that is useful for showing only direct
related elements up to a defined level-of-detail. In difference to these kinds of aspect oriented visualization, a SemaTime is only useful for time annotated data, but it is
powerful by analyzing chronological data like events or
periods. So the user gets a powerful tool, where he is able
to select those kinds of information visualization that will
support his exploration or searching process. Basing on
these aspects, we can summarize that a proper interaction
design within the Visualization Cockpit depends on three
characteristics:
1. The support of different kinds of visualization and its
adaptability of the presentation, which subsumes the
support of different presentation techniques and presentation metaphors.
2. The possibility for a data exploration. To regard that
fact, the datasets must contain linkage between different instances. Also the user must be able to set the
level-of-detail and to customize the presentation to
his personal perceptions.
3. The selection of semantic databases, so that single or
multiple data sources can be presented in the cockpit.
In combination of different data source, the user can
compare the contents within his knowledge cockpit.
The first characteristic had been considered in detail in
sections II.B and III.B. The second characteristic is a general but also important aspect. Because data exploration is
only possible, if related instances are linked with each
other, so that a user gets the possibility to navigate within
a graphical visualization along the edges. If no relations
are integrated, a user has no intuitive possibility the get
further topic related information. The third characteristic
encompasses the flexible use of the knowledge cockpit
and also its concrete use cases. Similar to a traditional
investigation a user will be able to compare different data
sources or parts of it. So on the one hand coupled visualization helps to navigate through a dataset and showing the
same features in different ways in different selected visualizations. On the other hand the user needs the possibility
to compare parts of the database or rather to compare different data sources with each other. So the visualization
must also be uncoupled.
With the presented approach for a knowledge cockpit
the user will have a powerful tool to explore large semantics databases on an intuitive way. The cockpit consists
only of aspect oriented visualization, which the user suggests as helpful and intuitive. So the user can focus on his
tasks for searching and exploring information.
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